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Learning center is run by a couple, Abhishek and his wife.
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This project is to help youngsters (include school going and dropouts) to improve their
English and Computer skills. Abhishek and his wife have noticed that these children do
not learn much in school, as the classes are overfilled and the teachers do not really make
an effort to teach them. Therefore with this learning center they hope to improve the
chances of these youngsters to obtain a job by teaching them English and the necessary
computer skills needed for a basic data entry jobs in new shopping malls being opened in
Saket Area of New Delhi.

Currently there are 65 youth students enrolled at the institute. Out of 65 students they
have 40 girls. Recently from the first batch of 15 students everyone got an employment.
Jobs have been with a salary range of 6500 to 9000. I (Sahil) saw an English class being
conducted by Mr. Nikhil, he is one of the volunteers and he has a MBA in International

Business from IMT, Dubai. Apart from volunteers like Nikhil, there is permanent faculty
at that institute too. One faculty each for English and Computers, apart from this
Abhishek’s wife also helps by taking certain classes at the institute.
ANK recently got a permanent FCRA so making transfer of funds a little less
bureaucratic in future.
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Key Observations:
The center has 2 rooms, one is used as a computer lab which has around 10 computers
(see picture 2 and 3) other room is used for conducting theory classes and is equipped
with proper chairs and also a black board.
There is no inverter/generator facility at the institute so during power outages; computer
classes definitely take a hit. I personally feel that Asha should consider of buying them an
inverter which shall cost around INR 15000 (I got this figure from Abhishek).
Both Abhishek and his wife come across as very genuine and enthusiastic people with
loads of ideas not only for projects in Delhi but also in some remote areas in states like

Bihar. They plan to approach Asha for funding for some new initiatives but I am not sure
if they have enough bandwidth to manage so many projects efficiently and effectively.
Besides running these schools, Abhishek also runs a small software company of his own.
On being asked Abhishek was not actually able to provide me a course curriculum copy
(point should not be taken against the project though) though he did show certain
material which they use.
Records of the enrolled students have been properly documented and were shown to me
during the visit.
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